
 

 

 

Abstract— For many robotic applications the actuation is a 

serious problem for the mechanical design. Typically 

electrical motors are used with a gearbox and high gain PD 

control to track precisely desired trajectories. Regarding 

safety this is not interesting because in case of a collision 

the total inertia of the robot is felt. Also for energy 

efficiency stiff actuators are not interesting because no 

motion energy can be stored and released. For the 

advancement of the new generation of robots, new actuators 

are important [1]. The biological counterpart is the muscle 

tendon structure which has functional performance 

characteristics and a neuro-mechanical control system that 

has far superior capabilities. One of the key differences of 

biological systems is their adaptable compliance or variable 

stiffness. An emerging research field in robotics is the 

development of such variable impedance actuators. This 

presentation will present how we implement compliant 

actuators in different robots. Pleated Pneumatic Artificial 

Muscles (PPAM) are used in the biped Lucy where 

strategies to adapt the stiffness to minimize energy 

consumption were studied. The MACCEPA 2.0 is used in 

the hopping robot Chobino1D. The AMPfoot is a passive 

prosthesis equipped with a MACCEPA actuator to store and 

release motion energy. For safety purposes the robotic 

manipulator Softarm and the huggable robot Probo are 

equipped with compliant actuators. 

 

Biped Lucy 

 

The biped Lucy [2] is powered by 12 PPAMs. The control 

architecture consists of a trajectory generator (generates 

dynamic stable trajectories ) and a joint trajectory tracking 

controller (controls the pressure inside the muscles so the 

trajectories are tracked) so the robot is able to walk at 

different speeds up to 0.15m/s and different step lengths. 

On a single pendulum structure a strategy is developed to 

combine active trajectory control with the exploitation of 

the natural dynamics to reduce energy consumption. A 

mathematical formulation was found to find an optimal 

compliance setting depending on the trajectory and physical 

properties of the system. 

 
Fig 1: Biped Lucy actuated by PPAMs. 

 

Hopping robot Chobino1D 

 

The MACCEPA 2.0 [3] is an electric actuator of which the 

compliance and equilibrium position are fully independently 

controllable and both are set by two dedicated servomotor. 

The actuator has a profile disk so the torque-angle curve 

can be modified. It is shown that a stiffening knee joint can 

be beneficial for hopping robots which is achieved by 

implementing the MACCEPA 2.0 actuator in the 1DOF 

hopping robot Chobino1D. The achieved hopping height is 

much higher compared to a configuration in which the 

same motor is used without an elastic element. 

 
Fig 2: Hopping robot Chobino1 by MACCEPA 2.0. 
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AMPfoot prosthesis 

 

The AMPfoot (Ankle Mimicking Prosthetic foot, [4]) is a 

prostheses that approximates the torque-ankle curve of a 

normal human ankle behavior in a passive way. The 

AMPfoot is equipped with a MACCEPA actuator with 

variable transmission ratio. Since no external power is 

delivered not the complete normal curve can be tracked, 

however the major advantage is that it establishes an 

elongation of the prosthetic leg at push-off, what potentially 

reduces the muscular demand on the other lower limb 

joints. 

 

 
Fig 3: Ankle Mimicking Prosthetic foot. 

 

Robotic manipulator Softarm 

 

The safety aspects of a small, lightweight 2-DOF called 

Softarm robot actuated by PPAMs were investigated [5]. 

The outcomings of this work provided important 

conclusions. Passive compliance is a double-edged sword 

with respect to robot safety. Compliant actuators can store 

energy which is a potential danger if not properly 

controlled. So a safety oriented control is crucial. It was 

found that a modified form of Proxy-Based Sliding Mode 

control (PSMC) had better performances regarding safety 

and tracking precision compared to a PID controller with 

gravity compensation. 

 
Fig. 4: Softarm 

 

Huggable robot Probo 

 

Probo [6] is a huggable robot that will serve as research 

platform to study cognitive and physical human-robot 

interaction (HRI) with a special focus on children and is 

able with its 20 actuators in the head to express different 

emotions. Since it will be used in close collaboration with 

children safety is a primary concern. Traditional stiff 

actuators are not sufficient for this job, therefore two 

dedicated compliant actuation systems have been developed. 
 

  
Fig 5: the huggable robot Probo 
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